Democratic Nominee for NY-24

I’m proud to be a Central New Yorker.
When I moved here over seventeen years ago, I knew this was the place I would build my future. But I’ve grown
increasingly frustrated watching the entrenched powers in Washington D.C. dictate policy that harms working
families. We’ve been left out and left behind for too long. The fighting spirit I developed by my brother’s side
requires me to stand up and demand better for myself, my neighbors, and our communities.
This is a time for leaders who do what’s right, not what’s easy—strong, fearless leaders who will stand up
to powerful interests and fight tirelessly for the people. I imagine a central and western New York where
every person has a secure job that pays a living wage. Where every family has good healthcare that
puts patients first and doesn’t saddle them with debt. Where every child has an excellent school in which
to learn and a safe neighborhood in which to play. Only then will everyone have the opportunity to succeed.
Everyone deserves a fair shot. That’s why I’m running for Congress.”

- Dana Balter
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FINALLY FLIPPING

NY-24
A district ready to flip!

After the incredible work we did in 2018, this district is ready to flip. Recent polling
from the DCCC has Dana Balter beating John Katko by three points. And the Cook
Political Report lists NY-24 as one of the most likely seats to flip this year. Add
record breaking Primary engagement and Presidential year turnout to the mix and
we’ll finally be able to send John Katko into retirement.

Recent DCCC Poll:

Dana (48%) +3
Katko (45%)

“Dana Balter is running for Congress because she understands the challenges facing
Central New Yorkers. In 2018, Dana gave Katko his toughest re-election fight yet and
she’s ready to finish the job this November.”

		- DCCC Chairwoman Cheri Bustos
“I’m excited to support Dana Balter for Congress because she is a tireless champion for
working families... I know what it takes to flip a seat from red to blue and Dana Balter is in a
strong position to win in November.”

- Congresswoman Katie Porter
“She’s the partner we need in our delegation to fix the damage done by the Trump
administration... Dana Balter has proven that she is the candidate who can flip this seat
from red to blue and I’m proud to be supporting her.”

		- House Democratic Caucus Chairman Hakeem Jeffries

Katko - Weaker than ever.
With such a close race in 2018, John Katko was immediately added to the DCCC’s top pick up list for 2020
and to the NRCC’s list of the most vulnerable Republicans in the country. And it’s clear he’s desperate to
stay in office, so desperate, that he endorsed Donald Trump and is fundraising with Devin Nunes.
“Katko said in 2016 Trump ‘will never’ earn his vote. He just
endorsed him for reelection.” – Auburn Citizen, 1/24/2020

Katko voted against impeachment, has an A rating from the NRA, voted five times to defund Planned
Parenthood, voted to undermine the Affordable Care Act, has taken millions of dollars from Corporate
PACS, and supports overturning Roe v. Wade. Enough is enough!

Join our grassroots campaign and support

DANA BALTER FOR CONGRESS!

